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Gravitinos from gravitational collapse
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We reanalyze the limits on the gravitino massm3/2 in superlight gravitino scenarios derived from arguments
on energy loss during gravitational collapse. We conclude that the mass range 1026 eV<m3/2<2.331025 eV
is excluded by SN 1987A data. In terms of the scale of supersymmetry breakingL, the range 70 GeV<L
<300 GeV is not allowed.@S0556-2821~98!01601-4#

PACS number~s!: 14.80.Ly, 04.65.1e, 97.60.Bw
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In a wide class of supergravity models with supersymm
try ~SUSY! breakingL in the TeV range, the gravitino ca
be very light:

m3/252.531024 eV ~L/1 TeV!2. ~1!

Indeed, models where gauge interactions mediate the br
down of supersymmetry@1#, models where an anomalou
U~1! gauge symmetry induces SUSY breaking@2#, and no-
scale models are all examples of models where a super
gravitino can be accommodated@3#. In all of them, the grav-
itino is the lightest supersymmetric particle~LSP! and, fur-
thermore, its couplings to matter and radiation are invers
proportional to its mass. Therefore, one may expect inter
ing phenomenology@4#. Bounds on the gravitino mass, o
equivalently on the scaleL have been given in the context o
those models by various authors and have been extra
from different physical systems. In fact, the limits come fro
as distinct areas as the anomalous magnetic moment o
muon @5#, primordial nucleosynthesis@6# or stellar energy
drain arguments@7#. In recent papers@8#, it has been noted
that the amplitudes for gravitino processes that were use
deriving some of the constraints had an incorrect energy
havior. In particular, the supernova~SN! bounds deduced in
Ref. @9# using the effective couplings given explicitly b
Gherghetta@10# are invalid as pointed out by Luty and Po
ton @11#. These authors, however, when reexamining the l
its coming from the SN 1987A explosion, use an incorr
abundance of positrons in the core, do not discuss gravi
bremsstrahlung, and misidentify the main source of opa
in the stellar core. The purpose of the present paper is thu
redo the analysis that renders the bounds onm3/2~or L) fol-
lowing from SN collapse. Since SN considerations gave
best limits onL up to now@11#, this is not an empty exer
cise.

The relevant piece in the effective Lagrangian is the
rivative coupling of the Goldstinox to photons:

dLe f f5~e/2!~M /L2!2]mxsn x̄Fmn1H.c. ~2!

with Fmn , the electromagnetic field strength andM is a mass
that depends on the supersymmetry breaking model
gauge-mediated models,M;mL̃/4p, wheremL̃ is the left-
handed slepton mass. Given that gravitino pairs are ma
produced via one-photon interactions, the sources of g
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itino luminosity in stars are, in principle, gravitino brem
strahlung in neutron-proton scattering, pair production
electron-positron annihilation and plasmon decay into gr
itinos. The energy-loss rate~per unit volume! via
pn→pnG̃G̃ is

Q5E d3k1

~2p!32k1
0

d3k2

~2p!32k2
0 )

i 51

4
d3pi

~2p!32pi
0 f 1f 2~12 f 3!

3~12 f 4!~2p!4d4~Pf2Pi ! (
spins

uM f i u2~k1
01k2

0!, ~3!

where (p0,pW ) i are the four-momenta of the initial and fina
state nucleons, (k0,kW )1,2 are the four-momenta of the gravit
nos andf 1,2 are the Fermi-Dirac distribution functions for th
initial proton and neutron and (12 f 3,4) are the final Pauli
blocking factors for the final proton and neutron. Th
squared matrix element can be factorized as follows:

(
spins

uM f i u25~2p!2a2~M /L2!4NmnG3/2
mn , ~4!

whereNmn is the nuclear@one pion exchange~OPE!# tensor
and G3/2

mn is the gravitino tensor in the matrix eleme
squared. The factorNmn is common to any bremsstrahlun
process involving nucleons. It appears, e.g., in neutr
bremsstrahlung calculations and in axion bremsstrahlung
culations, and is given explicitly in Ref.@12#. On the other
hand,G3/2

mn is a tensor specific to gravitino bremsstrahlung
reads

G3/2
mn5k1

mk2
n1k2

mk1
n2k1•k2gmn. ~5!

The integration ofNmn over the phase space of the nucleo
can be performed explicitly and the details can be fou
again in Raffelt’s book@12#. When we contract the resu
with the gravitino tensorG3/2 and perform the integration
over gravitino momenta to complete the energy deplet
rate, we are led to the following emissivity:

Qbrems
ND 5~8192/385p3/2!a2ap

2 ~M /L2!4YenB
2T11/2/mp

5/2

~6!

for nondegenerate and nonrelativistic nucleons (ap is the
pionic fine-structure constant,nB is the number density o
614 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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57 615BRIEF REPORTS
baryons, andYe is the mass fraction of protons!. However,
nucleons are moderately degenerate in the SN core.
emissivity in the~extreme! degenerate case is calculated
be

Qbrems
D 5~164p3/4725!a2ap

2 ~M /L2!4pFT8 ~7!

with pF , the Fermi momentum of the nucleons. Nume
cally, for the actual conditions of the star, both emissivit
differ by less than an order of magnitude~about a factor of
3!. Since the actual emissivity interpolates between these
values, we shall adopt the smallest of the two~i.e., Qbrems

ND )
to make our~conservative! estimates. We turn next to th
annihilation process.

The energy loss for the processe1(p1)1e2(p2)
→G̃(k1)1G̃(k2) can be calculated along similar lines
above. The spin averaged matrix element squared is, in
case,

(
spins

uM f i u25~2p!2a2~M /L2!4Emn~p1 ,p2!G3/2
mn~k1 ,k2!,

~8!

whereEmn(p1 ,p2) equals formally the tensorG3/2
mn in Eq. ~5!

with k1 ,k2 replaced byp1 ,p2. The luminosity then is found
to be

Qann58a2~M /L2!4T4e2m/Tm5b~m/T!/15p3 ~9!

with b(y)[(5/6)eyy25(F5
1F4

21F4
1F5

2) where Fm
6(y)

5*0
`dxxm21/(11ex6y) (m is the chemical potential of the

electrons!. The functionb(y)→1 in the degenerate limit
Finally, our estimate of the plasmon decay luminosity is

QP516z~3!a4T3m6~M /L2!4/81p5 ~10!

~where only transverse plasmons have been taken into
count!.

Taken at face value, the bremsstrahlung rate is the lar
of the three. However,Qbrems is overestimated since we di
not consider multiple scattering effects which are present
dense medium@12#. Indeed, as for the axion case@12#, the
gravitino bremsstrahlung rate probably saturates around
nuclear density and this should be taken into account w
evaluating Eq.~6!. If we use now the valuesT550 MeV,
m5300 MeV, andYe50.3, Eqs.~6! ~with nB;0.2nnuc), ~9!,
and ~10! give

Qann :Qbrems:QP'1.23103:33102:1. ~11!

Therefore, a limit onL will follow from the requirement
thatL3/2'VQann (V is the volume of the stellar core! should
not exceed 1052 ergs/s. This constraint on the gravitino lum
nosity L3/2 implies, in turn,

L>300 GeV~M /43 GeV!1/2~T/50 MeV!11/16

3~Rc/10 km!3/8 ~12!

or, using Eq.~1!,

m3/2>2.331025 eV. ~13!
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Of course, the previous calculation makes sense onl
gravitinos, once produced, stream freely out of the star w
out rescattering. That they actually do so, forL>300 GeV,
can be easily checked by considering their mean-free pat
the core. The main source of opacity for gravitinos is t
elastic scattering off the Coulomb field of the protons:

l51/sn5~4/pa2!Ye
21r21mp

21~L2/M !4. ~14!

The thermally averaged cross section for elastic gravit
scattering on electrons is roughly a factorTm/mp

2 smaller
than that on protons and thus it does not contribute appre
bly to the opacity. Putting numbers in Eq.~14! we find

l.1.43107 cm ~43 GeV/M !4~L/300 GeV!8. ~15!

On the other hand, the calculation ofQ breaks down for
l<10 km, i.e., for L<220 GeV, when gravitinos are
trapped in the SN core. In this case, gravitinos diffuse ou
the dense stellar interior and are thermally radiated from
gravitino sphereR3/2. Because in this instance the lumino
ity is proportional toT4, only for a sufficiently largeR3/2
~where the temperature is correspondingly lower!, the emit-
ted power will fall again below the nominal 1052 erg/s. Con-
sequently, gravitino emission will be energetically possib
if L is small enough. The gravitino-sphere radius can
computed from the requirement that the optical depth

t5E
R

`

dr/l~r ! ~16!

be equal to 2/3 atR5R3/2. Here,l(r ) is given in Eq.~14!
with the density profile ansatz:

r~r !5rc~Rc /r !m ~17!

with rc5831014 g/cm3, Rc510 km and m5527 and
which satisfactorily parametrizes the basic properties of
1987A @13#. An explicit calculation renders

R3/25Rc@~8Ye/3pa2!~L2/M !4~m21!/rcRcmp#1/12m.
~18!

Stefan-Boltzmann’s law implies for the ratio of gravitino
neutrino luminosities,

L3/2/Ln5~R3/2/Rn!2@T~R3/2!/T~Rn!#4, ~19!

where Rn is the radius of the neutrinosphere. To proce
further we use the temperature profile:

T5Tc~Rc /r !m/3 ~20!

which is a consequence of Eq.~17! and the assumption o
local thermal equilibrium. Now, takingm57 @14#, we obtain

L3/2/Ln5~Rn /Rc!
22/3@~16Ye /pa2!~L2/M !4/rcRcmp#11/9.

~21!

By demanding thatL3/2<0.1Ln and usingRn.30 km, we
obtain

L<70 GeV. ~22!
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This in turn impliesm3/2<1026 eV. Since, on the othe
hand, the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon alre
requiresm3/2 to be larger than;1026 eV @5,15#, we are
forced to conclude that

L>300 GeV ~23!

or, equivalently,

m3/2>2.331025 eV. ~24!

In conclusion, we have carefully rederived the bounds
the superlight gravitino mass~i.e., the SUSY scaleL) that
follow from SN physics. These limits are completely gene
in the sense that they do not rely on other particles in a gi
D

;
1,

e
,

-
A.
dy

n

l
n

particular model being light. Should other particles such
the scalar partners of the Goldstino also be light, then
resulting bounds are necessarily tighter. In such clearly
general frame, constraints have also been derived in the
erature@16# that are not subject to the criticisms mention
in the beginning of this paper. They are much stronger th
the ones given here and typically giveL>300 TeV ~or,
m3/2>50 eV! from stellar ~e.g., the Sun! evolution argu-
ments, providedm3/2<1 keV ~e.g.,T().
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